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 "Data read error How can I successfully add an aditional column of the flag of the record for each row? EDIT: adding a data set A: You're not adding your flag to a row but rather to the data set. Do something like: data have; infile cards ddmmyy11.txt ddmmyy12.txt ddmmyy13.txt; input month $16. day $5. delcol $6. ; datefile -dayfirst; format month day delcol $16. ; /*Loop over your data to look at
each record*/ data want; set have; format date date10.; if first.delcol then delflag = 'Y'; run; Fitness and exercise in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Exercise capacity is important in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). There is a wide variability in exercise tolerance depending on the stage of the disease and also on the effects of anti-inflammatory drugs.

Although the treadmill exercise test (ETT) is the preferred way of measuring the exercise capacity of patients with COPD, a 6-minute walking test (6-MWT) is an alternative and easy to use method. However, the role of cardiorespiratory training (CRT) in patients with COPD has not been established. Data concerning the impact of exercise on the prognosis of these patients are contradictory.
Therefore, we evaluated the exercise capacity of a group of COPD patients and correlated it with the pulmonary function test and the 6-MWT. Patients were divided into two groups depending on their degree of physical activity at home. In the first group the exercise capacity was significantly lower than in the second group. The 6-MWT in the first group was significantly lower than in the second

group. In the first group, there was a positive correlation between the 6-MWT and forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV(1)). There was a negative correlation between the 6-MWT and maximum oxygen consumption (VO(2)) and between the 6-MWT and the respiratory muscle strength. The 6-MWT and the VO(2) correlated significantly with the forced vital capacity (FVC), FEV(1),
FEV(1)/FVC and the maximum voluntary ventilation (MVV). Although there 82157476af
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